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Good morning Chairmen Sturla and Deluca, Representative Schweyer and members of

the House Democratic Policy Committee. My name is Alison Beam and I serve as Chief
of Staff at the Pennsylvania Insurance Department. On behalf of Commissioner Altman,
thank you for the opportunity to be here today to speak about HB 2552, which would
prohibit health insurers from using an individual's pre-existing medical condition to deny

or exclude coverage under a health insurance policy. We applaud

Representative

Schweyer's efforts to shed light on such an important topic.
Before we start the conversation on HB 2552, we should take a moment to recognize the
impact that the Affordable Care Act (ACA) has had on Pennsylvanians; that begins with

remembering what our health care system looked like prior to the ACA's enactment.
Before the ACA, sick people couldn't get health insurance due to a pre-existing condition,

or if they were able to pay the expensive cost for the coverage, often their pre-existing
condition would not be covered under the policy. Individuals with chronic medical issues

or anyone who undenruent a costly procedure, like a transplant, could face annual. or
lifetime limits leaving them in financially devastating circumstances. Women would often

see higher coverage costs than men and perhaps not have had access to contraception
or maternity care coverage. Finding coverage for other critical services like mental health
and substance use disorder treatment services and prescription drugs was often difficult,

if not impossible. Most importantly, more than 10 percent of Pennsylvanians

went

uninsured.
Since the ACA's enactment, Pennsylvania's uninsured rate has dropped to 5.6 percent

-

the lowest rate in our state's history. Over 1.1 million Pennsylvanians have access to
coverage only available because of the ACA, and the current coverage is much more
comprehensive than before because of protections required by the ACA. 5.4 million
Pennsylvanians cannot be denied health insurance coverage due to their pre-existing
conditions, 4.5 million Pennsylvanians can access coverage so that they no longer have
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to worry about large bills due to annual or lifetime limits on benefits, and 6.1 million
Pennsylvanians benefit from access to free preventive care services. Additionally, rnore

than 175,000 Pennsylvanians have been able to access substance use disorder
treatment services through the marketplace and Medicaid expansion coverage. This is
critical as our Commonwealth strives to combat the ovenrvhelming impact of the opioid
cnsls

We recognize that the ACA is not perfect, and has not solved all of the health care
coverage issues nationally or in Pennsylvania. To that end, we should be talking about
how to further stabilize our health insurance market, how to make sure the market in
Pennsylvania works better for consumers, and how we can ensure that this is a market

that insurers want to continue to offer products in for the long-term. Unfortunately, that is
not the conversation that is currently happening in Washington as reflected in many of
the decisions that have been made.

.

The Trump Administration and Congress have made several decisions that have caused

instability

in insurance

markets across the nation and are slowly and gradually

undermining the ACA. Those decisions include, but are not limited to:

a

Changing association health plan and short term limited duration plan rules, and
messaging them as an alternative while not highlighting the short-comings of
these options.
Shortening the open enrollment period, giving Pennsylvanians less time to shop
for and make informed decisions about their health insurance needs.

a

Repealing the individual mandate, a key provision that requires most individuals

to purchase health insurance coverage or pay a penalty, which helps to stabilize
the market by broadening the pool of those covered.

3
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Reducing funding for the navigator program, a program that helps consumers and

small businesses understand their new coverage options and find affordable
coverage that meets their health care needs.
a

Attempting numerous times to repeal and replace the ACA with proposals that do
not seem to preserve protections for individuals with pre-existing conditions.

The combined effect of the above-mentioned decisions could lead to an environment that

is similar to what existed before the ACA, where insurers may once again use an
individual's pre-existing medical condition to deny or exclude coverage under a health
insurance policy.

A Kaiser Family Foundation analysisl about a year and half ago found that 52 million
had pre-existing health conditions
adults under 65 - or 27 percent of that population

-

that would likely make them uninsurable if they applied for health coverage under medical
undenryriting practices that existed in most states before insurance regulation changes

made by the ACA.

ln Pennsylvania, the analysis estimated that

27o/o

of non-elderly adults have conditions

that would likely result in coverage being declined if they were to seek coverage in the
individual market under pre-ACA underwriting practices. This puts Pennsylvania in close
company with eleven states in which at least three in ten non-elderly adults would have
a declinable condition, according to the analysis: West Virginia (36%), Mississippi (34o/o),

Kentucky (33%), Alabama (33%), Arkansas (32%\, Tennessee (32o/o), Oklahoma (31o/o),
Louisiana (30%), Missouri (30%), lndiana (30%) and Kansas (30%).
What are these conditions that could prompt an insurer to deny coverage? Just to name
a few, prior to the enactment of the ACA, insurers called the following health issues "pre-

t hftps://www.kff.org/health-reform/press-release/an-estimated-52-million-adults-have-pre-existing-conditions-that-would-makethem-uninsurable-pre-obamacare/
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existing conditions": asthma, Alzheimer's, ALS or Lou Gehrig's disease (amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis), cancer, diabetes, osteoarthritis or chronic joint pain, and pregnancy.

As the safeguards of the ACA are being chipped away, measures like HB 2552 are
needed to help preserve protections forthose with pre-existing conditions. As I mentioned

at the beginning of this testimony, HB 2552 would amend the Insurance Company Law
by adding a new section that would prohibit a health insurer from discriminating against
a qualified individual or a qualified group based on a pre-existing medical condition. The
bill defines a method of discrimination as any of the following:

Refusing to sell, offer or issue a health insurance policy to a qualified individual or
a qualified group due to a pre-existing medical condition;
a

Selling, offering or issuing a health insurance policy to a qualified individual or a
qualified group that excludes coverage for a preexisting medical condition;

a

Considering a qualified individual's or qualified group's prior medical history in the
medical. underwriting process;

a

a qualified individual or a qualified group to provide
information regarding prior medical history as part of the health insurer's
Requiring or requesting

application or enrollment process; or
a

Any other method or action of a health insurer that the Insurance Commissioner
deems a limitation or exclusion of benefits based on the fact that a preexisting
medicalcondition was present before the effective date of coverage, or, if coverage
is denied, the date of the denial, under a qualified individual's or a qualified group's

health insurance policy.

The department supports HB 2552 as currently written. No individual should be denied
coverage because of their health status. Pre-existing conditions are not unusual. ln one
family, the mother could have a history of breast cancer, a child asthma, and the father
high blood pressure. As modifications to existing insurance laws at the federal level are

5
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considered, those with pre-existing conditions should continue to be protected here in
Pennsylvania.

There are some technical and drafting issues that we believe should be addressed. For
example, the bill is not clear as to what is a "qualified group" or what makes a group
"qualified" for this protection, nor does

it appear to address whether a

pre-existing

condition may factor into the rate that an individual or group would be charged. Other

more technical edits may also be needed. We will be glad to work with the House
lnsurance Committee to submit our suggestions the at the appropriate time.

Again, thank you for allowing me to speak with you today on HB 2552.1 would be happy
to take any questions that you might have.
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Testimony of Ken Bertka, MD on House Bill 2552
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Good mornlng. My name is Ken Bertka. I am a family physician and Vice President of Clinical lntegration for
Luke's Care Network. lam board certified in family medicine and in clinical informatics. lteach medical

St.

students and residents and see patients in our Family Medicine Residency Program in Bethlehem.My
leadership role at St. Luke's is focused on the future practice of medicine. St. Luke's Care Network is our
clinicaliy integrated networkcomposed of 5t. Luke'sfacilities, St. Luke's Physician Group, over l-20
independent physician practices, and other community health care facilities working together to deliver valuebased care across the health care continuum.
Thank you for allowing me to testify before members of the House Democratic Policy Committee on H82552
This bill aims to protect people with pre-existing medicalconditions by prohibiting health insurers from

denying or excluding coverage based upon a pre-existing condition. lntroduction of the billwas prompted by
ongoing concern of repeal or invalidation of the pre-existing condition protection currently provided by the
Affordable Care Act.
My testimony today has four objectives:
L. Offer support as a family physician and as a St. Luke's leader for access to health insurance coverage
for people with pre-existing conditions

2.

Provide an overview of those citizens of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania who would be at most risk
for lack of health care coverage if declinable conditions were a factor in the access to coverage

3.

Emphasize that without a financial risk mitigation plan, prohibition on consideration of pre-existing

conditions for health insurance coverage will likely lead to very high premiums and/or nonparticipation by health plans in the individual health insurance market

4.

that in today's world of integrated and value-based care there is a role for the collection of
prior medical history in the insurance enroliment process to allow proactive outreach and provision of

Suggest

care

Before, during and since the passage of the Affordable Care Act there has been bipartisan support for access
to health insurance by people with pre-existing conditions. This is a benefit of the Affordable Care Act for

which there is broad-based support to maintain. Speaking as a family physician and as a St. Luke's leader,
access to essential, comprehensive medical care is critical for the health and well-being of our community.
Health insurance coverage is an important part of access. We should not go backwards!

4
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ln December 20L6, the Kaiser Family Foundation released an issue brief on pre-existing conditions and medical
underwriting in the individual insurance market prior to the Affordable Care Act (https://WfUw-klf$relhealthreform /issu e-brief/pre-e xistinp-con d itions-a n d-m ed ica l-u n d erwritine-in-th e-in ividual-insu ra nce-marketprior-to-the-aca/). Kaiser is a non-profit, non-partisan organization focusing on national health issues. The
Kaiser brief on pre-existing conditions has data at both the national and state levelthat is pertinent for our
discussion today. Nationally, and in Pennsylvania, Kaiser Family Foundation estimates

lhal27% of adults, ages

19-55 years, have health conditions that would prevent them from purchasing health insurance under pre-ACA

underwriting practices when pre-existing condition exclusions were common. A larger proportion of these
would bewomen {30%)than men(24%}. Part, butnotall of thedifference between women and men is
related to pregnancy. in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,2To/o of the population ages 18-65 years amounts

to over 2 million people. The following table from the Kaiser Family Foundation brief lists examples of
common conditions for which peopie were declined individual insurance coverage prior to passage of the
Affordable Care Act.
Table 2: Examples of Declinable Conditions

ln the Medi<:ally Underwritten lndividual Market. Before the Affordable C:tre Act
€ondh$ort
Condlrlon
Lupus

ArDS/HrV
Alcohol abuse,/ Drug abuse with recent treatment

Mental digorders (severe, e.g. bipolar, eating
disorder)
Multipl€ sclerosis
Muscular dystrophy

Alzheinrer's/dementia
Arthritis (rheumatoid), fibromyalgia, other
inflammatory joint disease
Cancer within some period of time (e.9.
other than basal skin cancer)
Cerebral palsy

l0 years, often

Obesity, severe
Organ transplant
Paraplegia

Congestive heart failure
Coronary artery/heart disease, bypass surgery
Crohn's disease,/ ulcerative colitis
Chronic obstructive pulrnonary disease

Paralys is

Farkinson's disease
Pending surgery or hospitalization

(COPD)/emphyserna

Pneumocystic pneumonia
Pregnancy or expectant parent

Diabetes mellitus
Epilepsy

Sleep apnea
Stro!.e

Hemophilia
Hepatitis (Hep C)
Kidney disease, renal failure

Transsexualism

commcn rlisrrrderc llso rppt'aring on most of thr,,leelinirblt'rontlitions lists trtre omitteri

lion this tablp.

The good news is that most individuals, with potentially declinabie pre-existing conditions, have or would have
coverage through an employer (group coverage) or a public program like Medicaid. Approximately 8% of the

non-elderly adult population has individual market insurance. ln Pennsylvania, this 8% is over 606,000 people.
This is the group at highest risk of being declined coverage if pre-existing condition denials were allowed
again. Although at any one point in time,8% of the population has coverage in the individuai insurance
market, the composition of this group is not static. The individual insurance market is characterized by
"churn." People move in and out of the individual insurance market depending upon their life situations. For
2
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example, a student coming off his/her parents'insurance at age 27 might move into the individual insurance
market pending group coverage from a new job. A person with a newly finalized divorce might iose eligibility

group insurance plan. Nationally, the employment status of these individuals is depicted in the following
figure.

for

a

Fllur. I

Employment Status of Non-Group Enrollees, 20L6
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H82552 would prohibit the denial of insurance coverage by an insurer on the basis of a pre-existing condition
or a review of prior medical history. I support this. St. Luke's University Health Network supports this. Major

medical associations, such as the American Academy of Family Physicians, the American MedicalAssociation
and the Pennsylvania Academy of Family Physicians support insurance coverage for patients with pre-existing
conditions.
With that support, lthink it is important to explore the challenges that H82552 will likelyface. lnsurers wili
push back that without access to prior medical history information they will not be able to adequately assess

their risk exposure. Therefore, they will assume a high risk and set premiums accordingly. The premiums may
be too high for many people in the individual insurance market to afford. Hence, eligibility may no longer be
an insurmountable problem but cost could be. The Affordable Care Act attempted to mitigate this scenario in
two ways. The first was to mandate that all adults have insurance eitherthrough a group plan (typically
3
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through their employer) or an individual plan. Financially speaking, this mandate was designed to bring
healthier people into the individual market with lower expected costs of care and, hence, lower risk. Their
premium payments would offset care of higher risk patients. Second, the ACA established risk-adjustment
funds collected from insurers and used to redistribute funds to plans with higher risk and costlier members.
Without some form of risk abatement under H82552, premiums for an individual insurance market plan will
likely be high and/or insurance plan participation will be

low. Both of these scenarios have been a challenge

under the ACA which has been plagued with increasing premiums and insurers dropping out of the individual

product market (known as the Exchange or Marketpiace).
Additionally, the ACA ailows insurers in the individual and smallgroup markets to vary rates based upon age
(limited to a ratio of 3 to l for adults) and tobacco use (limited to a ratio of 1.5 to l for adults). This provision
also helps to mitigate risk to the insurer.

would like to raise a specific concern with a section from House Bill 2552 found on page 2, lines 12-15, about
prohibiting insurers from "requiring or requesting a qualified individual or a qualified group to provide
information regarding prior medical history as part of the health insurer's application or enrollment process"..
The intent of this part of the bill is connected to the prohibition on declining coverage to a person or group
I

with pre-existing conditions. However, it may have an unintended consequence of preventing proactive
outreach and population health management of beneficiaries. For example, St. Luke's Care Network routinely
partners with payers and uses enrollment medical history information to proactively reach out to patients
with chronic conditions or care gaps to engage them to receive needed care and to close care gaps before
they require more expensive care or have complications. Perhaps the wording on page 2, lines 12-15 can be
modified to prohibit the collection of medical history for the purposes of denying or limiting coverage while
aliowing collection of such information during enrollment to be used to do population health management
and to proactively reach out to enrollees to close care gaps.

with pre-existing
medical conditions. I appreciate the opportunity to comment on H82552 and I am open to any questions that

Thank you for your commitment to maintaining access to insurance coverage for individuals

you may have.
Respectfully

su

bmitted,

lLZ"^*.t rna
Ken Bertka, MD, FAAFP, CPHIMS

Vice Presrdent of Clinical lntegration
St. Luke's Care Network
l(en. Bertka @SLU

H

N.ore

Cell: 419-346-8719
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Kenneth R. Bertka, MD, FAAFP, CPHIMS
Ken Bertka is a larnily physician, clinical infonlaticist and phl,sician executive
locussed on clinical integration, value-based care, population health and healthcare
transfbrmation. Fle is Vice President of Clinical Integration of St. Luke's Care
Network in eastern Pennsylvania - a clinically integrated netrvork (CIN) consisting
of l0 hospitals. 300 practices, 1600 physicians/providers and several post-acute
flacilities. Previously, he lvas Chief Medical Of ficer of Integrated Flealth Network of
Wisconsin, a state\,,ide CIN. Bertka he ld positions with Merc,v l-lealth in Ohio
including CMO of Mercy Health Physicians and N{ercy's CIN in northwest Ohio. and
Chief Medical Information Otficer for the Northern Division of Catholic Health
Partners. Bertka spent 20 years in a five-physician tamily medicine practice which he
founded. In 2004. he was the physician lead for the first multi-hospital
ittrplementation olcomputerized ph-vsician order entry within Catholic l-{ealth Pafiners. Bertka was elected to a
ilrree-yearterm on the American Academy'of Family Physicians (AAFP) board of directors in2001. Fle served
six years as co-editor of The Core Content Review of Family Medicine. F{e led Merc,v Health's patient-centered
medical home (PCMH) initiative and chaired Mercv's Primary Care Clinical Institute. Fle represented the Ohio
Academy'of Farnily'Physicians (OAFP) on the Ohio PCMH Education Advisor_v Group which developed a
PCMH rnodel tbr medical student and residency education. FIe served on the PCIN,{H design teanr and episode
payment steering committee of the State of Ohio's Olfice of Flealth Transflomration. Bertka's career path
alfirnts his decision to commit the remainder of his prolessional career to re-engineering the health care system
lor patients and our communities.

A member of the AAFP since 1979, Bertka has served on numerous commitiees and commissions. He chaired
the AAFP Commission on Membership and N{ember Services and the AAFP Chapter Affairs Comrnittee. I-le
served as Board liaison to the Quality, Science. and Govemmental Alf'airs committees. Additionally. Bertka
has served in various capacities on AAFP projects relating to electronic health records. medically-related
computer classes and office computerization. in his AAFP board role. he was actively involved in the
transformation of the U.S. health care system through promotion of the patient-centered medical home and
advocacv lor primary care as the foundation of meaninglul health care re{brm. He chaired the AAFP Task Force
on Accountable Care Organizations. Presently, Bertka is President-Elect of the CounciI of Medical Specialty'
Societies. He is an accomplished speaker and author on health care transformation topics. FIis clinical work
includes precepting residents and medical students at one of St. Luke's Family Vledicine residency programs.
Bertka and his r,vife, Vicki (also a t-amily physician and hospice/palliative care physician). have been recognized
fbr their substantial conlributions to their Clatholic parishes" Bo.v Scouts of America. and farnily medicine . The
couple was honored as AAFP Philanthropists of the Year in 2002 and OAFP Philanthropists of the Year in
2000. Bertka volunteered as a Homeland Security Ohio Citizens Corps phvsician. Douglas Foundation Board
member and as a presenter f,or Tar Wars. the AAFP's tobacco-free education program.
Raised in Toledo. Ohio. Bertka attended the University of Toledo where he graduated summa cum laude with a
degree in biologv. F{e earned his medicaldegree at the University of Cincinnati. Bertka completed his family
medicine residency at the Medical College of Ohio/St. Vincent V{edicalCenterwhere he served as chief
resident. He also contpleted a Family Medicine Faculty Development Fellowship at Michigan State University.
Bertka is board cerlified b,r'the American Board of,Farnily Medicine. Bertka was in the inaugural cohort of
physicians to be Board Certified in Clinical Informatics in 2013. In 2015, he was recognized as a Heahhcare
Flero for Lif-etime Achievement b1.'the Northw,est Ohio Hospital Council.

l-he Bertkas have tw'o sons. Their older son, Brian. is a US Air Force pilot and their younger
in marketing. Ken enjoys model trains. computers. fishing, and cycling.
Clellplrone:

419.346.8719

E-mail:bertkaf@bertka.com
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Pre-existing Conditions and Medical {Jnderwriting in the
Individual Insurance Market Prior to the ACA
Before private insurance market rules in the Affordable Care Act (ACAI took effect in zor4, health insurance
sold in the indir,'idual market in most stales was medically underwritten.' That means insurers evaluated the
health status, health history, and other risk f'actors of applicants to determine whether and under what terms to
issue coverage. To what extent peopie with pre-existing health conditions are protected is likel-v to be a central
issue in the debate over repealing and replacing the ACA.

This brief rer'tews medical underwriting practices by private insurers in the individual health insurance market
prior to zot4, and estimates how manvAmerican adults could face difficuity obtaining private individual

market insurance if the ACA'were repealed or amended and such practices resumed. We examine data from
two large government sun'eys: The National Health Inten"iew Survey (NHIS) and the Behavioral Risk Factor
Sun'eillance System (BRFSS), both of which can be used to estimate rates of various health conditions (NHIS
at the national level and BRFSS at the state ievei). We consulted field underwriting manuals used in the
individual market prior to passage of the ACA as a reference for commonly declinable conditions.

Estimates of the Share of Adults with Pre-Existing Conditions
We estimate that

of adult Americans under the age of 65 have health conditions that wouid iikely leave
them uninsurable if they applied for individual market co\rerage under pre-ACA undervririting practices that
zTYo

existed in nearly all states. While a large share of this group has coverage through an employer or pubiic
coverage where they do not face medical unden^rriting, these estimates quantif,i how many people could be

ineligible for individual market insurance under pre-ACA practices if they n'ere to ever lose this coverage. This
is a conservative estimate as these sun'e,vs do not include sufficient detail on several conditions that would have
been declinable before the ACA (such as HIVIAIDS, or hepatitis C). Additionally, miliions more have other
conditions that could be either declinable bv some insurers based on their pre-ACA undenrrriting guidelines or
grounds for higher premiums, exclusions, or limitations under pre-ACA undenvriting practices. In a separrate
Kaiser Fanrili" Forindation pqll, most people {SS%) report that they or someone in their household has a pre-

existing condition.
A larger share of nonelderly'women {go%) than men (z+%) have declinable preexisting conditions. We
estimate that zz.B million nonelderly men have a preexisting condition that would have left them uninsurable

in the individual market pre-ACA, compared to 29.4 million women. Pregnancy expiains part, but not all of the
difference.

The rates of declinable pre-existing conditions vary from state to state. On the lor,v end, in Colorado and
Minnesota, at ieast zz% of non-elderly adults have conditions that would likely be deciinable if they were to

individuai market under pre-ACA underwriting practices. Rates are higher in other states
particularly in the South - such as Tennessee {Sz%), Arkansas {gz"/"),Alabama (93Y"), Kentucky {3S%),

seek coverage in the

-

Mississippi (S+%), and WestVirginia (56%),
r,vhere at least a third of the non-elderly
population would have deciinable conditions.

Percent of Non Elderly People

wirh Declinable Pre- existing Conditions Under Pre'ACA
?0r s
State

At an-v given time, the vast majorit-v of these
approximatel-v 5z million people with
declinable pre-existing conditions have
coverage through an employer or through
public programs like Medicaid. 'fhe individual
market is lvhere people seek health insurance
during times in their lives when the-v lack
eligibiliry tbr job-irased coverage or tbr public

Al.4bamq

programs such as Medicare and Medicaid. In

lndiana

zor5, about 8% of the non-elderly populadon
had individual market insurance. Over a
several-year period, however, a much larger

Kan sas

share may seek indil'idual market co\rel'age.2
This market is charactelized by churn, as new
enrollees join and others leave (often for

other tbrms of coverage). For man.v people,
the need fbr individual market coverage is

intermittent, for example, tbllowing a z6rr'
birthda-v, job loss, or divorce that ends
eligibiliq'for group plan coverage, until they
again becorne eligible for group or public
co\ierage. For others

- the self-employed,

eariy 1g1i...s, and lolver-lvage lvorkers injobs
that typicali-v don't come with health beneiits

-

the need for indivldual market coverage is

ongoing. (Figure r shows the distribution of
employment status among current individual
market enrollees.)
Prior to the ACA's coverage expansions,
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Source: Kaiser Familv Foundation analysis of data from National Flealth lnten'iew
Sun'ey'and the Bchaviolal Risk Factor Surveillance SystemNote: F'ive stntes (VIA. lI E, N.l, NY, \,T) had broadl.v applicable grLarautee d access
to inslrrance befr:re thc ACA. lVhai protcctions might exist in thesc or othcr states
under a rcpeal and replacc sccnario is unclear.

health conditions did not apply- because lhev knen' or were inlormed by an agent that they would not be
accepted. Denial rates ranged frorn o% in a handfr"rl of states with guaranteed issue lo g3% in Kentucky, North
Carolina, and ohio. According to ::rurlr!!i$iur .1urc-t!!.ilrij:-+th!uLr!4rrg9_Pjql6, denial rates ranged from
about 5% for children to zgYo for adults age 6o-64 (again, not accorinting for those w'ho did not appl ).

Figure
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Employment Status of Non-Group Enrollees, 2016

Temporarily unemployed
7%

Othcr not
employed
/2%

Srlf.€mployrd
a2%

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Survey of Non-Group Health lnsurance Enrollees, Wave 3 {conducted Feb. 9- Mar. 26, 2015}
Note: Employed full-time and employed part-time refers to work for someone else {not self-employed). Other not employed
includes students, homemakers, and diEabled.

Medical Underwriting in the lndividual Marl<et Pre-ACA
Prior to zor4 medical undenvriting rvas permitted in lhe individual insurance market in 45 states and DC.
Applications for individual market policies tvpicall.v included iength-v questionnaires about the health and risk
status of the applicant and all tamily members to be covered. Tirpical11,', applicants were askecl to disclose
lvhether theY were pregnant or contemplating pregnancy or adoption, and infbrmation about ali physician

visits, prescription medications, lab results, and other medical care received in the past year. In addition,
applications asked about personal history of a series of irealth conditions, ranging from HIV, cancer, and heart
disease to hemorrhoids, ear infections and tonsillitis. Finaliy, ali applications included authorization for the
insurer to obtain and review all medicai records, pharmacy database infbrmation, and related information.

Pr-t-existing Conciitions anci iVeclical uncler,,,vrriiricJ in tire lrrclividr-rll lnsrlaitce lvlarl<:t Prior to the r\Cr\
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€ondition
Lupus
,.-_r_- eatrng
^-r.
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disorders (severe' e'g' bipolar'
nllJ'*"f
treatment
recent
with
abuse
Drug
oi."f't"f abusel
isorder)
Multiple sclerosis
Muscular dystrophy

d
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other
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inflam matory joint disease
of time (e'g' l0 years'
cancer within ,"*t ;";;l

H::ru::;"'

':'"

cancer)

often

bvpass surserv
:::i":[:,i""'T;J:*Tisease,
colitis
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disease
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(COPD)/emphysema
Diabetes mellitus
EpilePsY
HemoPhilia
Hepatitis (HeP C)

obesity' severe

Pi:ff"Iil'o'""'
Pararvsis

Parkinson's disease
Pending surgery or hospitalization
pneumocystic pneumonia
pregnancy or expectant parent
Sleep apnea
Stroke

Transsexualism
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of medications that were declinable in one insurer prior to the ACA. Our analysis does not attempt to account
for use of declinable medications.

Anti- Arthritic Medications

.
.
.
'
r

.
,
.
.
r

Adalimumab/Humira
Cyclosporine/Sandimmune

Methotrexateflrexall
Ustekinumab,/Stelara
others

Anti- Cancer Medications

.
.'
.

Table 3: Declinable Medications
Anti- Diabetic Medications
Humalog,/lnsulinproducts
Metformin HCL
others

Anastrozole/Arimidex

Anti- Psychotics, Autism, Other
Central Nervous System

Nolvadex,/Tamoxifen

Medications

.
.
.
.
.
.
n
'
.

Femara

others

Anti- Coagulant/AntiThrombotic Medications

.
.
.
r

Avandia/Rosiglitazone
Clucagon

Clopidogrel,/Plavix
Coumadin/Warf arin
Heparin

others

Abilify/Ariprazole
Aricept/Donepezil
Clozapine/Clozaril
Haldol,i Haldoperidol

Lithium
Requip/Ropinerole
Risperdal/Risperidone
ZYPrexa

others

Souu:e: Blue Cross Blue Shield of illinois, Prodtct Guide for.Agents

Medications for HIV/AIDS or
Hepatitis

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Abacavir /Ziagen

Efavirenz/Atripla
lnterferon
Lamivudine/Epivir
Ribavirin

Zidovudine,/Retrovir
others

Miscellaneous Med ications

.
.
.
"
.
.
.

Anginine (angina)
Clomid (fertility)
Epoetin/Epogen(anemia)
Cenotropin (growth
hormone)
Remicade (arthritis,
ulcerative colitis)
Xyrem (narcolepsy)
others

Some individual market insurers also developed lists of ineligible occupations. These were jobs considered

sufficiently high risk that people so employed would be automaticallv denied. In addition, some would
automatically deny applicants who engaged in certain leisure activities and sports. Table 4 pror,'ides an
example of declinable occupations from one insurer prior to the ACA. Our analysis does not attempt to account
tbr declinable occupations.

Active military personnel
Air traffic controller
Aviation and air transportation
Blasters or explosive handlers
Bodyguards
Crop dusters
Firefig hters/EMTs
Hang gliding
Hazardous material handlers

Table 4: lneligible Occupations, Activities
lron workers
Professional athletes
Law e nforcement/detectives
Sawmill operators
Loggers

Scuba divers

Meat packe rs/processors
Mining
Nuclear industry workers

Security guards
Steel metal workers

lers/workers
Oil and gas exploration and drilling

Strong man competitors
Taxi cab drivers
Window washers

Offs ho re

d ri

I

Pilots

Steeplejacks

Source: Preferred One Insurance Company Individual and Familv Insurance Application Form

Pre-existing Conditions and Medical Underr,nrriting in the lndividual lnsurance Market prior to the ACA
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Orrurn Anvrasr UN*snwn.trtNe Acrlcrus
Be,vond the declinable conditions, medications and occupations, underwliters also examined individual

applications and rnedical records for other conditions that couid generate significant "losses" iclaims
expenses.) Among such conditions were acne, allergies, anxiefv, asthma, basal cell skin cancer, depression, ear
inf'ections, fractures, high cholesterol, h.vpertension, incontinence, joint injuries, kidney stones, menstrual

irregulalities, migraine heaclaches, ovenveight, restless leg s-vndrome, tonsillitis, utinary tlact infections,
varicose veirls, and vertigo. One or more adverse medical under-writing actions could resuit for applicants with
such conditions, including:
a

R.ate-up - The applicant might be oft'ered a policy rvith a surcharged premium (e.g. r5o percent of the
standard rate premium thai would be offered to someone in perfect health)
Exclusion rider - Coverage tbr treatment of the specified condition might be excluded under the
poiicy; alternatively, the body parl or s-vstem affected by the specified condition could be excluded
under the policy. Exclusion riders might be temporar-v (tbr a period of yearsJ or permanent

with a higher deductible than the one
originally'soughi; the higher deductible might appl-v- to all covered benefits or a condition-specific
deductible might be applied
Modified benefits -'l'he applicant might be offerecl a policy with certain benefits limited or excluded,
for exampie, a policy'that does not include prescription drug coverage.

lncreased deductible -'fhe applicant might be offered

,

a polic,v

In some cases, individuals r,vith these conditions might also be declined depending on their health history and
the insurer's general undenvriting approach. For example, field undent'riting guides indicated diff'erent
underwriting approaches for an applicant whose child had chronic ear infections:
One large, national insurer r,vould issue standard coverage if the child had fer,ver than fir.'e infections in

the past year or ear tubes, but appll' a So% rate up if there had been more than 4 infections in the prior
veari
a

Another insurer, which used a rz-tier rate system, would issue cor.'erage at the second most favorable
rate tier if the child had just one infection in the prior year or ear tubes, at the fifth rate tier if there had
been e-3 int'ections during the prior year, and at the seventh tier if there had been 4 or more infections;
for some conditions, this company's rating might depend on the plan deductible - applicants with
history of ear infections r,vould be offered ihe seconcl rating tier for policies rvith a deductible of $5,ooo
or higirer;

if the child had just one int'ection in the prior year or if
ear tubes had been inserted more than one-.vear prior, app11'a rate up if there rvere two inf'ections in the

,A,nother insurer lvould issue standard cor.erage

a

prior year, and decline the application if there were three or more infections;
Apother insurer woulcL issue standard coverage if the chiid had fewer than 3 int-eciions in the past .vear,
but issue coverage with a condition specific deductible of 95,ooo if there had been 3 or more inf'ections
or if ear ttrbes had been inserted.

in a ?iii1ii i{llljcr.Idltui1 fut4:rilrgfuiislqcli of medical underwriting practices, insurers were asked to
underwlite hypothetical applicants with varying health conditions, from seasonal allergies to situational
Pre-exisiinq i-crnijrlioris a;-rij i\,lerjicai Unclerwriting in the lnrlivrdt-tal lnslir'artc€ t\,larker Prior to

tht

ACI\

a

depression to

HIV.

Results varied significantl-v for less serious conditions. For example, the applicant with

seasonal allergies who made 6o applications for coverage r,vas offered standard coverage 3 times, declined 5

titnes, offered policies with exclusion riders or other benefit limits 46 times (including 3 offers that excluded
coverage for her upper respiratory system), and policies with premium rate ups (averaging z5%) 6 times.

Fmr- f;xrsrrr.ie CcrunarloN HxcLUsNsru Faovlslerus
In addition to medicai screening of applicants belbre coverage was issued, most individuai market policies also
included more generai pre-existing condition exclusion provisions which limited the polic-v's liabiiity for claims
(6.picaily within the first vear) reiated to medical conditions that could be determined to exist prior to the
coverage taking effect.

r

The nature of pre-existing condition exclusion
clauses varied depending on siate.larr'. In t9

Example of pre-existing condition exclusion

states, a health conclition could onl-v be considered

pre-existing if the individual had actuall_v received
treatment or medical advice for the condition
during a "lookback" period prior to the covelage
effective date (from 6 months to 5 years). In most
states, a pre-existing condition couid also include
one that had not been diagnosed but that
produced signs or symptoms that wouid prompt
an "ordinarill'prudent person" to seek medical
advice, diagnosis or treatment. In B states and DC,

conditions that existed prior to the coverage
eft'ective date * inciuding those that were
undiagnosed and asr.rnptomatic - could be
considered pre-existing and so excluded frorn
coverage under an individual market policy. For

example, a congenital condition in a ner,vborn

could be considered pre-existing to the coverage
eftective date (the baby's birth date) and excluded
from coverage. About halfofthe states required
individual market insurers to reduce pre-existing

condition exclusion periods by'the number of
months of an enrollee's prior coverage.

Jean, an Arizona teacher whose employer pror,'ided
group health benefits but did not contribute to the
cost tbr f'amily members, gave bidh to her daughter,

Alex, in zoo4 and soon after applied for an

individual policy to cover the baby. Due to time
invoived in the medical undervwiting process, the
bab-v was uninsured

fbr about zl+'eeks. Afeu'

months later, Jean noticed swelling around the
babys filce and eyes. A specialist diagnosed Alex
wrth a rare congenitai disorder that prem;rturel-v
fused the bones of her skull. Surgery $'as needed

immediately to avoid permanent brain damage.
When Jean sought prior-authorization for the
ggo,ooo procedure, the insurer said it would not be

covered. Under Arizona lalv, any condition,
including congenital conditions, that existed plior to
the coverage eft'ective date, couid be considered a

pre-existing condition under indir.idual market
policies. Alex's policy exciuded co1'erage for preexisting conditions fbr one year. Jean appealedto
the state insurance regtdator who upheld the

insrrer's exclusion

as consistent

with state

Source: !V:dl $[get ,]r:rir'lral, Ma-v gt, zoo5

Pre-exisiing Conciitions anci fuiedical Uncierwriiinq irr the lnclividr-ral lrrsurance [,larl<et Prior io the

ACA

lar,v.

tlnlike exclusion riders that limited coverage for

a

specified condition of a specific enrollee, preexisting condition clauses were general in nature

Example of policy rescission

and could affect coverage for any applicable

Jennifer, a Colorado preschool teacher, lvas
seriously injured in zoo5 when her car lvas hit b-v a
drug dealer fleeing the poiice. She required months
ofinpatient hospitalization and rehab, and her

condition of any enrollee. Pre-existing condition
exclusions were typicail-v invoked fbilowing a
process called post-claims undenvriting. If a
policyholder would submit a claim for an expensive
serwice or condition during the first year of
coverage, the indir.idual market insurer r.vould

conduct an investigation to determine rvhether the

condition could be classified as pre-existing.
In some cases, post-claims underw.'riting might also
result in coverage being canceiied. The
investigations would also examine patient records
for evidence that a pre-existing condition was
known to the patient and should have been
disciosed on the application. In such cases, instead

bills reached gr85,ooo. Jennifer rvas covered by a
non-group poliry which she had purchased five
months prior to the accident. Shortly after her
claims rvere submitted, the insurer re-reviewed
Jennifer's application and medical history.
Following its inr,estigation, the insurel notified
Jennifer the.v {ound records of rnedical cale she
had not disclosed in her application, including
medicai advice sought tbr di.scomfort from a
prolapsed uterus and an ER visit for shortness of

breath. The insurer rescinded the poliry citing
Jennifer's failure to disclose tJris history. Jennifer
sued the insurer for bad faith; four years later a
jury ordered the insurer to reinstate the policy and

of invoking the pre-existing condition clause, an
issuer might act to rescind the policy, arguing it

pay S37 million in damages.

would have not issued coverage in the first place

Source: \\iestr.voild, February

had the pre-existing condition been disclosed.
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Discussion
The Affordable Care Act guarantees access to health insurance in the indir..idual market and ends other

undermiting practices that left rran\: people with pre-existing condilions uninsured or r+'ith iimited coverage
before the law. As discussions get undenva.v to repeal and replace the ACA, this analysis quantifies the number
of adults who would be at risk of being denied if they were to seek coverage in the individuai market und.er preACA rules. What [pes of protections are presen'ed fol people with pre-existing conditions will be a key
element in lhe debate over repealing and replacing the ACA.
We estimate that at least 5z million non-elderl.v adult Americans (27% of those under the age of 6S) have a

health condition that would lear.'e them uninsurable under medical underw.riting practices r-rsed in the vast
majority of state individual markets prior to the ACA. Results I'ary from state-to-state, w.ith rates ranging

around zz - zg%o in some Northern and Western states to 39% or more in some southern states. Our estimates
are consen'ative and do noi account for a number of conditions that were often deciinabie (but for which data
are not available), nor do our estimates account for declinable medications, declinable occupations, and
conditions that could lead to other adverse underlvriting practices (such as higher premiums or exciusions).

lVhile most people r,vith pre-existing conclitions have employer or public covelage at any given time, many
peopie seek indir.'idual market coverage at some point in their lives, such as when they'are betlveen jobs,
retired, or self-emplo-ved.
There is bipartisan desire to protect people with pre-existing conditions, but the details of replacement plans
have yet to be ironed out, and those details will shape ho',r'accessible insurance is for people when they have
health conditions.
Gary Claxton, Clnthia Cox, Larry Leritt, and Karen Pollitz are nith the Kaiser Famil_v Foundation.
,{nthon-v Damico is an independent consultant to the Kaiser Farnily Foundation.

Method

s

To calculate nationwide prevalence rates of declinable health conditions, we rer."ier,ved the sun'ev responses of
nonelderly adults fbr all question items sho,,vn in Methods Table r using the CDC's zor5 National Health
Interv'iew Sunrey (NHIS). Approximately z7% of 18-64 year olds, or 5e miilion nonelderly adults, reported
haling at least one of these declinable conditions in response to the 2015 suniey. The CDC's Nationai Center

for Health Statistics (NCHS) relies on the medical condition modules of the annual NHIS for manv of its core
publications on the topic; therefore, n'e consider this sun ey to kre the most accurate means to estimate both the
nationwide rate and weighted population.
Since the NHIS does not include state identifiers nor sufficient sample size fbr most state-based estimates, we

constructed a regression rnodel for the CDC's eor5 Behaviorai Risk Factor Sun'eillance System (BRFSS) to
estimate the prevaience of any of the declinable conditions shown in Methods Table r at the state level. This
model relied on three highly significant predictors: (a) respondent age; (b) self-reported fair or poor health
Pre'existlng Conditions and rv'!edical Unclerwrrting in rhe lnclividual lnsLrrance fu1arl<ei Prior to the ACr\
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Difficulty Due to Mental Relardation

E'rer had COPD
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End notes

' In zor3, fir'e states - Maine, Nlassachusetts, Nelr. ,Iersev, Nerv York, and Vermont - required all non-group health insurance policies
to be offered on a guaranteed issue basis (meaning applicants could not be denied based on health status) with community ratiug
(meaning prerniums could not vary based on health status).
2
See, for example, L Duchon, "security'Matters: Horv Instabilitf in Health Insurance Puts LiS Workers at fusk," The Conrmonwealth
Fund. zoot. Thele has also been a long-term decline in employer offer rates. See Kaiser Famit-v Foundation "Diminishing Offer and
Coverage Rates Among Private Sector Employees" available at.l{!p:t /kff.ot'gi prir lte-iusurirnceiissue-ltliefi'diminishins-oller-and:
cove lage- r'a tes-a nroug- plir a te-secto r-eurplo.r ees i

I Under the Health Insurance
Portabilig; and Accountabiiir;,* .\ct of 1996 (HipA{), eligible indiviciuals rvho had at least rg months of
continuous prior coverage, who were leaving group health plan coverage, and who met other requirements, had to be offered non-group
policies on a guaranteed issue basis with no pre-existing condition exclusions. FtlP.d{ gave instuers flexibility lo lirnit the number of
guaranteed issue policies to trvo. In addition, HIP.d,\ gave states flexibilitl'to oft'er eligible individr-rals an alter.native source of
individual malket coverage, such as high-risk pool coverage, which most states elected to do. See Kaiser.Fanrily Foundation State
Fiealth lracts.

The llenry .I. Kaiser Familv Foundation Fleadquarters: 24oo Sand ]lill Road, tlenlo Park, CA 94o2S I Phone 650-854-9400
Washirtgton Offices and BarbaraJordan Conference Center: l33o G Street, l[w, Washington, DC 2ooo5 I Phone zoz-l].47-5zzo

m.liff.org I Finail r\lerts: kff.orgr/em:ril I facebook.com/Kai.serFamilyl'orndation

I

twitter.con/Kaiserl.ramF'ound
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Good Morning Chairman Sturla and other members of the Committee. Thank you for the
opportunity to offer comments on House Bill 2552. Also, thank you to Rep. Schweyer for
bringing this issue to the attention of the Legislature.
First, I would like to give a little background on Capital Blue Cross (CBC). CBC has been
providing quality health insurance to its customers in South Central Pennsylvania and the
Lehigh Valley for 80 years. We are fortunate to provide coverage for approximately 800,000
Pennsylvanians in one of the most competitive health insurance markets in the country.
House Bil2552 -aswritten - would prohibit health insurersfrom using an individual's preexisting medical condition to deny or exclude coverage under a health insurance policy. CBC
traditionally has not made it a practice to refuse insurance to a customer because of a preexisting condition, and currently, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA)
prohibits this activity. lt is important to recognize that the pre-existing condition exclusion was
included in the ACA so those with chronic illnesses could receive the care they need at a
much lower cost than if they had to pay for it on their own.

We understand House Bill 2552 is meant as a safeguard should the ACA's pre-existing
condition exclusion be repealed through legislation or litigation. However, it is unclear at best
whether any Congressional action of this type will occur.

That said, should the ACA be repealed by Congress or the federal courts rule against the
pre-existing condition exclusion, reforms of this type should not be made in a vacuum. The
pre-existing condition exclusion is only one part of the ACA. Simply prohibiting insurers from
using it post ACA, while not examining other stabilization measures, could impact pricing and
further destabilize an already unpredictable health insurance market.
Eliminating a pre-existing condition exclusion only works if some of the other basic tenants of
the ACA are also included. Examining a strong individual mandate and clearly defined open
enrollment periods appear essential to avoid the inevitability of adverse selection and the
possibility that individuals would only buy insurance as necessary.

Other changes would also be needed to add predictability and affordability to the market.
They include examining a reinsurance program to help pay for the cost of caring for those
with significant medical needs, and also providing funding for cost-sharing reductions that
reduce out-of-pocket costs for customers.
It is also important to note that while the reforms included in the ACA have been beneficial to
consumers, more insurance risks are moving into the self-insured market as a result. What
we are seeing is a two-tier health care system with different rules in each system.

Once again, thank you for inviting me here today. CBC appreciates the opportunity to engage
in discussions on House Bill 2552. We will continue to follow the fate of the ACA at the federal
level and anticipate working with the legislature to ensure adequate health insurance
coverage for all Pennsylvanians in the event the pre-existing condition provision is eliminated.

Testimony on the Need for Pre-Existing Condition Protections in Pennsylvania
Alvaro Castillo, Community Engagement Specialist
Pennsylvania Health Access Network
House Democratic Policy Committee
July 25, 2018
My name is Alvaro Castillo and I am a Community Engagement Specialist with the Pennsylvania
Health Access Network (PHAN). PHAN is Pennsylvania's only statewide consumer advocacy
organization working to expand and protect access to high-quality, equitable, affordable
healthcare for all Pennsylvanians. We work to ensure that the voices of people who would be
directly impacted by healthcare policy are heard. We also operate a statewide helpline
connecting individuals and their families to health coverage through the Marketplace,
Medicaid, and CHIP. Over the past four years, we have connected over 8,500 individuals to
coverage in 51 of 67 counties. Each year, we answer over 8,000 calls to our helpline. We help
consumers from every walk of life. We help folks from both rural and urban communities, small
business owners and hourly employees.
The establishment of pre-existing condition protections is one of the Affordable Care Act's
signature accomplishments. Before these protections were established, insurance companies
were allowed to charge people with pre-existing conditions more or deny them coverage
altogether based on their medical history and regularly did. Pre-existing conditions included
anything from cancer to diabetes to high blood pressure to asthma. Approximately 133 million
non-elderly Americans have pre-existing conditions.l This includes 5.3 million Pennsylvanians.2
Thanks to the Affordable Care Act, people with a pre-existing condition can now access
affordable healthca re coverage.

Meet Ali Shapiro from Pittsburgh, PA:
Ali was diagnosed with cancer at the age of 13. Research confirmed that her Hodgkin's
lymphoma was in part caused by pesticide exposure on a neighbor's lawn. ln other words, she
was unlucky. Thankfully, she recovered from her cancer and is now healthier than most 39year-olds. She is on no medications and has healed from allthe accompanying health issues
that came as a result of chemotherapy and cancer. Being a cancer survivor, however, made it
difficult - if not impossible -- to get health insurance before pre-existing condition protections
were established. As an entrepreneur who runs a successful health coaching business full-time
for the last ten years, Ali is contributing to her community with her work and the risks she has
taken. The Affordable Care Act's ban on discrimination against those with pre-existing
conditions combined with access to affordable plans has made it possible for her to remain an
entrepreneur and get an affordable health insurance plan. Without these protections, ten years
of work could go up in smoke.

t https://aspe.hhs.gov/system/files/pdf/255396/Pre-ExistingConditions.pdf
2
https://www.americanprogress.orglissues/health care/news/20L7 /04/05/430059/number-americans-preexisti ng-conditions-congressional-district/

Pre-existing condition protections are currently in danger in multiple ways
A lawsuit, Texos v. HHS, argues that the elimination of the coverage requirement under the
recently passed tax law warrants the elimination of the Affordable Care Act's pre-existing
condition protections. As part of this litigation, the Justice Department has told a federal court
that it is opting to not defend the existing law and regulations under the Affordable Care Act,

including protections for those with pre-existing conditions. lf the challenge to pre-existing
conditions under Texos v. HHS prevails, Pennsylvanians may lose access to pre-existing
condition protections.
ln another attempt to undermine pre-existing condition protections, the Trump administration
is pushing states to allow increased usage of plans that do not cover all the essential health
benefits or provide protections for pre-existing conditions. These plans - including short-term,
limited duration plans and association health plans were prohibited by the Affordable Care
Act because they left many without adequate coverage.

Short-term plans are currently allowed as a short-term solution for people with gaps in
coverage. The Affordable Care Act allows this for up to three months, but it requires that
individuals have full coverage for the majority of the year. The Trump Administration, however,
wants to lengthen the amount of time that people can be covered by these plans, possibly
extending them beyond a year.

Without any protections, the impact of short-term plans on Pennsylvania is significant,
according to a report by the Urban lnstitute. lmportantly, the effect is cumulative when
combined with the repeal of the Affordable Care Act's individual mandate last fall as part of the
tax package as both policies encourage younger, healthier individuals to leave the marketplace.
According to this report, 209,000 are expected to lose coverage in Pennsylvania as a result of
the repeal of the individual mandate. Because of the resulting increase in premiums, expanding
short-term plans would add an additional 87,000 - or L8.2% of those who currently have
marketplace covered- to the uninsured. The 165,000 expected to be covered under short-term
plans will be technically insured, but their coverage will be inadequate. Combining the effects
of this exodus from the marketplace, we would expect to see a significant increase in individual
marketplace plan premiums.

Under House 8il12552, Pennsylvanians with pre-existing conditions would be protected from all
of these challenges.
The L65,000 who enroll in short-term plans would, at a minimum, be certain that benefits
under the plan would cover people with pre-existing conditions. Fewer people would likely
become uninsured because the cost of short-term plans would need to increase to cover pre-

existing conditions, and they would therefore be less attractive to people. As a result, fewer
people would enroll in them, and premiums on the individual marketplace would not rise as
quickly.
We don't have these numbers for association health plans, but the same logic would be true:
those who do go over to less desirable coverage options would at least have some protection,
and fewer people would be uninsured because fewer people would enroll and premiums
wouldn't rise so quickly.

lf challenges to pre-existing condition protections in the courts * like lexos v. HHS - prevail,
state-based protection like the one proposed in HB 2552 would ensure that Pennsylvanians
with pre-existing conditions can still get affordable coverage.

a

that will provide critical protections and stabilize our health
insurance marketplace, despite the instability and confusion coming out of Washington. lf preexisting condition protections are lost, 5.3 million lives are on the line.
HB 2552 is necessary legislation

While this law is a necessary first step, we believe Pennsylvania should also consider requiring
plans to cover the L0 essential health benefits without lifetime or annual limits and with out-ofpocket maximums to subsequently reduce the number of individuals without minimum
essential coverage, reduce the number of uninsured individuals, keep markets competitive, and
keep premiums from rising.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify today.
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To:

All House members
Prohibiting Health lnsurers from Denying or Excluding Coverage Based on a Pre-Existing Condition

Subject:

Representative

Peter

yg

(Companion to SB 958)

On February 26th of this year, 20 states filed a lawsuit against the federal government to challenge the constitutionality of the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA). The lawsuit argues that, because Congress eliminated the individual mandate
tax penalty of the ACA as part of tax reform legislation in December 2017, the entire ACA is invalid. As a representative of the
United States government, the Department of Justice (DOJ) typically defends the laws of the land; however, on June 7, 2018, the
DOJ announced that it will not defend several critical provisions of the ACA in court. One such provision includes the key patient
protection that prohibits insurers from denying medical coverage for people with pre-existing medical conditions.
lf the DOJ persists in refusing to defend this provision of the ACA, and the lawsuit against it is successful, millions of people across
this nation and in Pennsylvania may be left without health insurance or face paying exorbitant premiums to keep coverage.
However, by passing a state law, we can preserve the pre-existing condition protection in the instance that the entire ACA is
invalidated by the courts.
It is for this reason that I plan to introduce a companion bill to Senate Bill 958, introduced by Senator Hughes, which would prohibit
health insurers from using an individual's pre-existing medical condition to deny or exclude coverage under a health insurance
policy. lt is my hope that my colleagues join me in co-sponsoring this very important legislation in an effort to protect the health and
wellbeing of all Pennsylvanians.
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